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ABSTRACT
The use of tempting headlines (clickbait) to allure readers has be-
come a growing practice nowadays. The widespread use of clickbait
risks the reader’s trust in media. According to a study performed
by Facebook, 80% users “preferred headlines that helped them de-
cide if they wanted to read the full article before they had to click
through”. In this paper, we present a clickbait detection model
which uses distributed subword embeddings and achieves an ac-
curacy of 98.3%. Powered with the model, we build BaitBuster,
a solution framework (social bot+browser extension), which not
only detects clickbaits floating on the web but also provides brief
explanation behind its action. Moreover, we study 1.67 million con-
tents created by 153 media organizations and discover the relation
between clickbait usage and media reliability.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Facebook engineers panic, pull plug on AI after bots develop their
own language1– this headline and its similar versions, suggesting
an apocalyptic situation, have misrepresented the actual facts but
disrupted (shared more than 300K times 2 on Facebook alone) the
social media. We call headlines like these as Clickbait. The term
clickbait refers to a form of web content that employs writing for-
mulas and linguistic techniques in headlines to trick readers into
clicking links [5, 18], but does not deliver on promises 3. Table 1
shows examples of some clickbait headlines. Media scholars and
pundits consistently show clickbait content in a bad light, but the
industry based on this type of content has been rapidly growing and
reaching more and more people across the world [14, 21]. Taboola,
one of the key providers of clickbait content, claims 4 to have dou-
bled its monthly reach from 500 million unique users to 1 billion
1https://web.archive.org/web/20170731175117/http://bgr.com/2017/07/31/facebook-
ai-shutdown-language/
2http://bit.ly/2vgHnzz
3https://www.wired.com/2015/12/psychology-of-clickbait/
4https://www.taboola.com/ru/node/5046
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in a single year from March 2015. The growth of clickbait industry
appears to have clear impact on the media ecosystem, as many tradi-
tional media organizations have started to use clickbait techniques
to attract readers and generate revenue. However, media analysts
suggest that news media risk losing readers’ trust and depleting
brand value by using clickbait techniques that may boost adver-
tising revenue only temporarily. According to a study performed
by Facebook 5, 80% users “preferred headlines that helped them
decide if they wanted to read the full article before they had to
click through”. [15] shows that clickbait headlines lead to negative
reactions among media users.

In this paper, we present a novel technique to detect clickbait
headlines. We model the detection task as a supervised classifi-
cation problem. Instead of following the traditional bag-of-words
and hand-crafted feature set approaches, we adopt deep learning
techniques that does not require feature engineering. Specifically,
we use distributed subword embeddings [3, 13] to transform words
into 300 dimensional embeddings. These embeddings are used to
map sentences into vectors over which a softmax function is ap-
plied as a classifier. The learned classification model is used to build
a clickbait solution framework, BaitBuster. It primarily has two
components- a browser extension and a social bot. Unlike the exist-
ing clickbait detection browser extensions, it provides explanations
of why a headline is a clickbait. Moreover, it also allows users to
read the brief summary of the article without leaving the current
page in case the user is interested. The social bot regularly pub-
lishes automatically generated report about contemporary clickbait
articles. The objective of this bot is to fight against the rising num-
ber of malicious bots which breathe on clickbait, listicle 6 and fake
contents. Details of BaitBuster is presented in section 6.

Table 1: Examples of clickbait headlines

No. Headline
1 You Won’t Believe What These Dogs Are Doing!
2 38 Things No Man Over 40 Should Own
3 Do this EVERY TIME you turn on your computer!
4 What OJ’s Daughter Looks Like Now is Incredible!

To understand the relation between the practice of clickbait us-
age and media reliability, we study a large corpus of approximately
1.67 million contents created during the year of 2014–2016 by 68
mainstream media and 85 unreliable (vetted by multiple source)
media organizations. We discover that an average unreliable media
uses clickbaits about 15%more than an average print media. Details
of the analysis is presented in later sections.
5https://tinyurl.com/ya2tykna
6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Listicle
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2 BACKGROUND
Even though clickbait is a relatively nascent term, its traces can be
found in several journalistic concepts such as tabloidization and
content trivialization. The linguistic techniques and presentation
styles, employed typically in clickbait headlines and articles, de-
rived from the tabloid press that baits readers with sensational
language and appealing topics such as celebrity gossip, humor, fear
and sex [18]. The Internet and especially the social media have
made it easier for the clickbait practitioners to create, publish in
a larger scale and reach a broader audience with a higher speed
than before [12]. In the last several years, academicians and media
studied this phenomenon from several perspectives.

Clickbait– Properties, Practice and Effects: There have been
a small number of studies–some conducted by academic researchers
and others by media firms-which examined correlations between
headline attributes and degree of user engagement with content.
Some media market analysts and commentators [7] discussed vari-
ous aspects of this practice. However, no research has been found,
which gauges the extents of clickbait practices by mainstream and
alternative media outlets on the web.

Researchers at the University of Texas’s Engaging News Project [15]
conducted an experiment on 2, 057 U.S. adults to examine their re-
actions to clickbait (e.g., question-based headlines) and traditional
news headlines in political articles. They found that clickbait head-
lines led to more negative reactions among users than non-clickbait
headlines.

Chartbeat, an analytics firm that provides market intelligence to
media organizations, tested 10, 000 headlines from over 100websites
for their effectiveness in engaging users with content [4]. The
study examined 12 ‘common tropes’ in headlines– a majority of
them are considered clickbait techniques – and found that some of
these tropes are more effective than others. Some media pundits
interpreted the findings of this study as clickbaits being detrimental
to traditional news brands.

HubSpot and Outbrain, two content marketing platforms that
distribute clickbait contents across the web, examined millions of
headlines to identify attributes that contribute to traffic growth,
increased engagement, and conversion of readers into subscribers.
The study suggested that clickbait techniques may increase tem-
porary engagement [9], but an article must deliver on its promises
made in headline for users to return and convert.

AutomatedClickbaitDetection: [1, 5, 19, 22] study automated
detection of clickbait headlines using natural language processing
and machine learning. [22] collects 10, 000 headlines from Buzzfeed,
Clickhole, and The New York Times (NYT) and uses Logistic Regres-
sion to create a supervised clickbait detection model. It assumes all
Buzzfeed and Clickhole headlines as clickbait and all NYT headlines
as non-clickbait. We would like to argue that it makes the model
susceptible to personal bias as it overlooks the fact that many Buz-
zfeed contents are original, non-clickbaity and there is clickbait
practice in NYT as well [10]. Moreover, BuzzFeed, and NYT usually
write on very different topics. The model might have been trained
merely as a topic classifier. [19] attempts to detect clickbaity Tweets
in Twitter by using common words occurring in clickbaits, and by
extracting some tweet specific features. [5] uses a dataset of 15, 000
manually labeled headlines to train several supervised models for

Table 2: Distribution of the Media Corpus

Media Category Link Video Total

Mainstream (68) Broadcast (43) 324028 32924 356952
Print (25) 516713 14129 530842

Unreliable (85)

Clickbait (30) 371834 4099 375933
Conspiracy (31) 309122 5841 314963
Junk Science (6) 51923 649 52572
Satire (18) 41046 151 41197

Total (153) 1614666 57793 1672459

clickbait detection. These methods heavily depend on a rich set of
hand-crafted features which take good amount of time to engineer
and sometimes are specific to the domain (for example, tweet re-
lated features are specific to Twitter data and inapplicable to other
domains).

3 DATASET
We use two datasets in this paper. Below, we provide description of
the datasets and explain the collection process.

Headlines: This dataset is curated by Chakraborty et al. [5].
It contains 32, 000 headlines of news articles which appeared in
‘WikiNews’, ‘New York Times’, ‘The Guardian’, ‘The Hindu’, ‘Buz-
zFeed’, ‘Upworthy’, ‘ViralNova’, ‘Thatscoop’, ‘Scoopwhoop’, and
‘ViralStories’ 7. Each of these headlines is manually labeled either
as a clickbait or a non-clickbait by at least three volunteers. There
are 15, 999 clickbait headlines and 16, 001 non-clickbait headlines
in this dataset. We used this labeled dataset to develop a clickbait
classification model (details in Section 4). An earlier version of this
dataset which had an even distribution of 7, 500 clickbaits and 7, 500
non-clickbaits was used in [1, 5].

Media Corpus: For large scale analysis, using Facebook Graph
API 8, we accumulated all the Facebook posts created by a set of
mainstream and unreliable media within January 1st , 2014 and
December 31st , 2016. The mainstream set consists of the 25 most
circulated print media 9 and the 43 most-watched broadcast me-
dia 10 (according to Nielson rating [6]) in the Unites States. The
unreliable set is a collection of 85 conspiracy, clickbait, satire and
junk science based media organizations. The category of each unre-
liable media is cross-checked by two sources [11, 24]. Overall, we
collected more than 2 million Facebook posts. A post may contain
a photo or a video or a link to an external source. In this paper, we
limit ourselves to the link and video type posts only. This reduces
the corpus size to 1.67million. For each post, we collect the headline
(title of a video or headline of an article) and the status message. For
a collection of 191, 540 link type posts, we also collected the bodies
of the corresponding news articles. Table 2 shows distribution of
the corpus. Number of media organizations in each category is
listed in parentheses.

7https://github.com/bhargaviparanjape/clickbait/tree/master/dataset
8https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api
9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_newspapers_in_the_United_States
10www.indiewire.com/2016/12/cnn-fox-news-msnbc-nbc-ratings-2016-winners-
losers-1201762864/
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4 CLICKBAIT DETECTION
The key component of BaitBuster is the clickbait detection model.
In this section, we formally define the detection problem, briefly
describe the techniques used, and present evaluation of the model’s
performance.

4.1 Problem Definition
We define the clickbait identification task as a supervised binary
classification problemwhere the set of classes isC = {clickbait ,non−
clickbait}. Formally, given X, a set of all sentences, and a training
set S of labeled sentences ⟨s, c⟩, where ⟨s, c⟩ ∈ X × C, we want to
learn a function γ such that γ : X → C, in other words, it maps
sentences to {clickbait ,non_clickbait}.

A traditional approach in text classification is to use bag-of-words
(BOW) model to transform text into feature vectors before applying
learning algorithms. However, inspired by the recent success of
deep learning methods in text classification, we use distributed
subword embeddings as features instead of applying BOW model.
Specifically, we use an extension, named as Skip-Gramsw , of the
continuous skip-gram model [17], which leverages subwords (sub-
string of a word) to compute word embeddings [3]. Given a word,
skip-gram wants to maximize the correct prediction of its context.
Skip-Gramsw works in a slightly different way. Rather than treating
each word as a unit, it breaks down words into subwords and wants
to correctly predict the context subwords of a given subword. This
extension allows sharing the representations across words, thus
allowing to learn reliable representations for rare words. Consider
the following example.

Example 4.1. “the quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog”-
take the word “quick” as an example. Assuming subword length as
three, the subwords are- {qui,uic, ick}. Skip-Gramsw model learns
to predict qui , ick in the context given uic as the input. Assuming
“sick” as a rare word (absent in the vocabulary), the embeddings of
ick and sic are used to learn an approximate representation of it.

Using a neural network architecture, Skip-Gramsw learns the
mapping between the output and the input. The weights to the
hidden layer form the vector representations of the subwords. The
embedding of a word is formed by the summation of the vector
representations of its subwords. We take the average of the embed-
dings of words present in a sentence to form the representation of
the sentence. These sentence representations are used to train a
linear classifier. Further details of the model can be found in [3, 13].

4.2 Evaluation
Based on Skip-Gramsw , we propose five different models. The
Headlines dataset is used to evaluate the classification models. A
10-fold cross-validation is performed. We repeat each experiment 5
times to avoid any random behavior. The best model achieves an
accuracy of 98.3% which is significantly better than the accuracy
(93%) reported in [5]. We also compare our models with other
existing works in terms of precision, recall, and other measures.
A detailed description of the five models, experiment setup, and
performance evaluation can be found in [20].

Table 3: Amount of clickbaits in various media

Media Category Clickbait Non-clickbait Clickbait (%)

Mainstream
Print 128022 402820 24.12
Broadcast (news) 28543 99314 22.32
Broadcast (non-news) 141209 87886 61.64

Unreliable
Clickbait 172271 203662 45.82
Conspiracy 90389 224574 28.7
Junk Science 23637 28935 44.96
Satire 21798 19399 52.91

5 CLICKBAIT AND MEDIA RELIABILITY
Weuse theMedia Corpus dataset to study the relation between click-
bait practice andmedia reliability.We apply the Skip-Gramsw model
on the headlines to measure clickbaitiness of the posts. Table 3
shows amounts of clickbaits and non-clickbaits in the headlines of
mainstream and unreliable media. By and large, unreliable media
uses clickbaits more than the mainstream media. Out of 784, 665
posts by unreliable media, 308, 095 (39.26%) have clickbait head-
lines. In print media, the ratio is 24.12%, about 15% less. The Media
Corpus has 43 broadcast media. We manually categorize them into
news oriented broadcast media (e.g. CNN, NBC, etc.) and non-news
(lifestyle, entertainment, sports, etc.) broadcast media (e.g.HGTV, E!,
etc.). There are 6 news oriented broadcast media and 37 non-news
broadcast media in the corpus. We find that the ratio of clickbait and
non-clickbait is 61.64% in non-news type broadcast media whereas
it is only 22.32% (close to print media) in news oriented media.

Table 4: A list of the top-20 clickbait practitioners

Name Category Clickbait Non-clickbait Clickbait(%)
VH1 Broadcast (non-news) 13760 1339 91.13
AmplifyingGlass Unreliable 692 71 90.69
MTV Broadcast (non-news) 42313 4492 90.4
ClickHole Unreliable 8250 930 89.87
Reductress Unreliable 3984 484 89.17
Bravo TV Broadcast (non-news) 8263 1242 86.93
Food Network Broadcast (non-news) 2990 492 85.87
OWN Broadcast (non-news) 474 118 80.07
E! Broadcast (non-news) 24501 6167 79.89
Food Babe Unreliable 2387 638 78.91
Chicks on the Right Unreliable 14185 4977 74.03
HGTV Broadcast (non-news) 1886 681 73.47
TLC Broadcast (non-news) 787 296 72.67
RealFarmacy Unreliable 2237 884 71.68
BET Broadcast (non-news) 12894 5390 70.52
Nick at Nite Unreliable 179 88 67.04
Tea Party News (TPNN) Unreliable 4710 2356 66.66
WE TV Broadcast (non-news) 943 478 66.36
Newslo Unreliable 437 229 65.62
TV Land Broadcast (non-news) 160 87 64.78

Table 4 shows the top-20 clickbait practitioners among the 153
media organizations of our Media Corpus dataset. For each or-
ganization, it shows the number of contents containing clickbait
headlines, non-clickbait headlines, and the percentage of clickbaits.
There are 9 unreliable media and 11 non-news broadcast media mak-
ing into this list. No mainstream print or news oriented broadcast
media made into the list.
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6 BAITBUSTER
Standing on the clickbait classification model, we build BaitBuster, a
clickbait solution framework, to improve theweb surfing experience
of general users. At this stage, the framework consists of a browser
extension that identifies clickbaits present in a Facebook timeline,
and a Facebook page which is administered by a bot through the
Facebook API. The reason behind choosing Facebook is, according
to a study performed by Pew Research, 44% of American adults
get their news from Facebook [8]. Even though the framework is
currently not available for public use, we plan to publish it before
the CJ2017 symposium starts. Below, we present the architecture,
design, and use case of BaitBuster.

Figure 1: System architecture of BaitBuster

6.1 System Overview
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the BaitBuster framework. The
browser extension monitors a user’s Facebook news feed and alerts
her if a post (link) contains a clickbait headline. In addition, it pro-
vides a brief explanation behind the decision which includes- what
language features present in a headline makes it a clickbait, whether
the headline represents the corresponding body fairly, and if the
content is published from a controversial source. The extension
also shows a brief summary of the corresponding article so that the
user can get the gist without leaving the current page. Users can
also provide feedback on the correctness of the classification done
by BaitBuster. The social bot monitors which clickbait headlines are
trending and publishes a brief report about them in a Facebook page
through API. The goal of the bot is to discourage users from sharing
clickbait contents by making them aware of their clickbaitiness.

6.2 Implementation
We implement the BaitBuster framework following the client-server
system architecture model. The client and the server communicate
with each other through a set of RESTful API services.

6.2.1 Client. This component has a JavaScript based browser
extension and a bot powered BaitBuster Facebook page. The ex-
tension scans the Document Object Model (DOM) of the current
page, identifies the anchor elements (<a href=...\>), and sends
the anchor texts and the corresponding URLs to the server side
using POST request. The server processes the request (details in
section 6.2.2) and sends response back to the client. Then the ex-
tension creates a new DOM object with the clickbait decision for

Figure 2: BaitBuster identi-
fies clickbait post in Face-
book

Figure 3: Explanation of
the decision and content
Summary

each anchor and inserts the object above the corresponding anchor
element. Figure 2 and 3 show the graphical user interface (GUI)
of the extension. The example post in the figure contains a click-
bait headline. For the posts which are not classified as clickbait,
BaitBuster just shows options for providing feedback, so that users
can inform about false negatives. The BaitBuster Facebook page is
administered by a bot using Facebook API (details in section 6.2.2).

6.2.2 Server. The server side is developed using Python and the
Flask micro-framework. It has several components. The Clickbait
Detection Model is explained in section 4. We briefly describe the
other components below.
Article Body Scraper: BaitBuster uses a python package called
Newspaper 11 to extract the headline and the body of an article
given the URL to it. This information is used to measure whether
a headline fairly represent its body or not, and to generate a brief
summary of the article. The extracted data is stored in a database.
Explanation and SummaryGenerator: We prepare a list of 1000
most frequent n-grams (n = 3) present in the clickbait examples
of the Headlines dataset. This component detects if any of the
n-grams is present in the requested (by the client side browser
extension) post’s headline. It also identifies if the post is created
by a controversial (fake, conspiracy, unreliable, rumor, etc.) source.
For the controversiality information, it leverages a professionally
curated list of 834 online sources 12. Moreover, this component
measures how fairly a headline represents its body. We use Gen-
sim’s 13 TextRank [2, 16] based summarizer to extract the summary
of a body. Then, cosine similarity is used to measure the similar-
ity between the summary and the corresponding headline. Rather
than simply showing the cosine similarity score, this component
provides a comparison with respect to an average non-clickbait
article. We measure the average of the headline-body similarities of
the non-clickbait examples of the Headlines dataset. If a requested
post’s headline-body similarity is lesser than the average headline-
body similarity, this component reports that to the user as depicted
in Figure 3. As the source of this post is not present in the curated
list, it’s not showed on the GUI.
Bot: Activities of the browser extension are logged in a database.
These data allows us to know, for any time interval, the most viewed
11https://github.com/codelucas/newspaper
12http://www.opensources.co/
13https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
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clickbait posts and their source controversiality. A program auto-
matically generates a small report (by filling up a template) with the
most viewed clickbait posts on a day including their source identity
and controversiality. Using Facebook API, it publishes the report to
the client side page on a daily basis. As numerous malicious bots
are spreading disinformation across the web [23], we believe this is
a small step towards fighting disinformation using benevolent bots.
Even though the bot currently forewarns about clickbait posts only,
our goal is to cover fake news and misleading contents in future.

6.3 Use Case of the Browser Extension
A user installs the BaitBuster browser extension from the market-
place. When she visits Facebook, she sees a red button with title
“Potential Clickbait! - Click here to read more" on top of any click-
bait links (Figure 2). If she clicks the button, a modal containing
supplementary explanation and the summary of the corresponding
body opens up (Figure 3). If she thinks the clickbait classification
is correct, she can click the thumbs-up button. She can use the
thumbs-down button if the extension misclassified a link. Collected
user feedbacks are used to retrain and improve the performance of
the classification model.

6.4 Comparison with Existing Solutions
There have been several attempts to limit clickbaits using browser
extensions. For instance, B.S. Detector 14, Clickbait Killer 15, Check
This by MetaCert 16 maintain an aggregated list of sources and
check web contents against the set of sources. One limitation of this
approach is it doesn’t allow checking contents which hasn’t already
been checked by the aggregated list. Stop Clickbait [5] and This is
Clickbait 17 use supervised models to check clickbaits. However,
they don’t provide any explanation behind the model’s decision. We
argue that only checking the headline of an article is not sufficient
to determine whether its clickbait or not; the body needs to be
checked and collocated with the headline as well. According to
our knowledge, only BaitBuster provides deep learning powered
classification and supplements it with explanation and summary
by leveraging the headline-body relation.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we present a distributed sub-word embedding based
clickbait detection technique. The classification model outperforms
existing methods in terms of accuracy. We apply the model on a
large corpus of media contents to uncover relation between clickbait
practice and media reliability. A solution framework, BaitBuster, is
being developed to improve the web using experience with the help
of a browser extension and a bot. In future, we want to investigate
more thoroughly how the body of an article can be leveraged to im-
prove the clickbait classification model. We also plan to investigate
the relation between fake news and the clickbait practice in future.

14http://bsdetector.tech/
15https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/clickbait-
killer/bophlajogieadgcmhbphmffneoninfjj
16https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/check-this-by-
metacert/felmjclcjadopolhjmlbemfekjaojfbn
17https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/this-is-
clickbait/ppklhdlfnadnlnllnenceabhldpnafjm?hl=en
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